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Barry A. Nelson, a Florida bar board certified tax
attorney in the North Miami Beach, Fla., writes:
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ecently, I was approached by the personal
representative for an estate of a wealthy decedent that owned a significant municipal bond
portfolio. The representative was concerned because
each time he redeemed the decedent’s municipal
bonds, the sales proceeds were 2 to 3 percent less than
the appraised value obtained from a valuation service
used for the decedent’s estate tax return. He could not
understand why he should be forced to pay estate taxes
on phantom value.
How is it that a nationally recognized appraisal
company reported values that were several percentage
points higher than what the representative was able to
recover selling the bonds? The answer, we learned, is
that on any given date the actual price at which the
representative could actually sell the bonds was consistently lower than the price that would be reflected
by most qualified appraisal services.
We tracked down an economist who could explain
and help us with this problem: Michael Piwowar,
a principal at Fairfax, Va.’s Securities Litigation and
Consulting Group, Inc. Armed with Piwowar’s analysis,
we were able to have the bonds revalued at about that
same price at which the personal representative was
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able to sell them. The revised appraisal resulted in a significant tax savings for the estate. We believe that many
taxpayers with large municipal or corporate bond holdings may find that the concepts and remedies discussed
here will result in significant tax savings.
Michael S. Piwowar, who has a doctorate in finance,
writes:
There are just a few key points that advisors and personal representatives need to know on the path to estate
tax savings with bond valuations. First, the Internal
Revenue Service uses selling prices to determine the
fair market value (FMV) of a bond.
Estates containing bonds must file a Schedule B
with the Form 706 estate tax return.1 The instructions
for filing Schedule B, governed by Section 20.2031-2 of
the estate tax regulations of the Internal Revenue Code,
describe how to calculate the FMV of a bond on the
valuation date.2
If a bond traded in the secondary market on the
valuation date, then the FMV is determined by taking
the mean (average) between the highest and lowest
selling prices. But, if the bond did not trade on the valuation date, then the FMV is calculated according to an
“inverse weighting” scheme that takes into account how
close transactions occur relative to the valuation date.
Second, advisors must know that individual investors consistently receive lower selling prices on their
bonds than institutional investors.
Investors who trade bonds with dealers pay trading costs for the intermediary services that the dealers
provide. In the U.S. municipal and corporate bond
markets, the vast majority of trading costs are charged
as markdowns and markups. Bond dealers charge
markdowns when purchasing bonds from customers
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and markups when selling bonds to customers.
Markdowns and markups do need to be disclosed
on customer confirmations. Unsophisticated individual
investors who pay hidden markdowns and markups
may mistakenly conclude that they are not incurring any
trading costs. They would be wrong. The hidden markdowns are reflected in the prices that investors receive
for their bonds and the hidden markups are reflected in
the prices that investors pay for their bonds.
Recent published academic research confirms what
sophisticated traders already know.3 Large institutional
investors (that is to say, mutual funds, pension funds,
hedge funds, etc.) who sell large institutional-sized
bond positions are consistently able to negotiate lower
markdowns/markups on their bond trades. In other
words, market professionals who sell large institutional-sized positions receive better (that is to say
higher) prices for their bonds than individual investors who sell small retail-sized positions.
But, because most individuals who hold bonds are
not sophisticated traders, most investors are unaware
that they consistently receive lower selling prices on
their bonds than institutional investors. To illustrate,
consider the following example. Suppose that a liquid
bond is trading a prevailing market price of about $100
to $101. A dealer might be willing to buy $1 million
worth of the bond from its institutional customers for
$100 and sell it at $101. For each round-trip institutional transaction, this dealer would make a trading
profit of $1 or about 1 percent.
Now, suppose that an individual investor wants
to sell a $25,000 position. Would the dealer give the
individual investor trading a small position the same
price ($100) as he gave the institutional investor trading a large position? Almost certainly not. More likely,
the individual investor would be offered a much lower
selling price.
How much lower? It is not uncommon to see a retail
price discount of 2 percent or more in the municipal and
corporate bond markets. Continuing with our example,
a dealer might be willing to buy small retail-sized positions at $98.
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In this example, a bond valuation based on an institutional selling price would calculate an FMV of $100,
while a bond valuation based on a retail selling price
would calculate an FMV of $98. For the estate of an
individual investor with retail-sized bond positions, the
FMV based on retail selling prices would be more appropriate than one based on institutional selling prices.
Third, despite this gap between the prices that institutions and individuals can negotiate, standard bond
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valuations of individuals’ bond portfolios are usually
based on institutional prices. Indeed, bond valuations
typically use data from institutional pricing services that
provide pricing information to the institutional investment community. For instance, FT Interactive Data
is a leading source of pricing data for global financial
institutions to value bonds and other asset classes. FT
Interactive Data describes its pricing services as representing its “good faith opinion as to what a buyer in
the marketplace would pay for a security (typically in
an institutional round lot position) in a current sale.”4
Thus, for investors who hold institutional round lot
positions (for example $100,000, or more), standard
bond valuations based on prices provided by an institutional pricing service can provide an accurate appraised
value (FMV) for a decedent’s estate tax return.
But, most individual investors do not hold institutional round lot bond positions. Even well-to-do
clients with very large bond holdings typically split
their holdings across many different bonds. Therefore,
individual investors who use standard bond valuations based on institutional prices are paying unnecessarily high estate taxes.
Finally, this problem can be corrected with custom
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bond valuations, which can incorporate the actual selling prices of individual transactions.
Regulatory initiatives in the past few years have
brought unprecedented price transparency to the
municipal and corporate bond markets.5 Reported
bond prices for virtually all municipal and corporate
bonds are now available for those who know where to
find them and how to use them. Economic experts have
developed methods for uncovering the (sometimes
hidden) costs of trading bonds. For estate tax valuations, these methods are useful in incorporating actual
selling prices of individual retail-sized transactions into
custom bond valuations.
Armed with actual retail selling prices, economists
can perform custom bond valuations for estates containing retail-sized bond positions. With these custom bond valuations, well-to-do clients of estate tax
attorneys can realize significant estate tax savings.
To illustrate, consider the following real-life example
involving a client with a retail-size (40-bond) position
of a municipal bond issue. The standard bond valuation yielded an appraised value on the valuation date of
$107.54. A custom bond valuation showed that the sale
by a customer that occurred on the closest date before
the valuation date took place about one month before
the valuation date for a 100-bond position at a price of
$106.18 per bond. Thus, the standard bond valuation of
$107.54 based on data from an institutional pricing service yields an FMV that is higher than the most recent
selling price. Moreover, the selling price of $106.18 was
received by an investor who sold a large (100-bond)
institutional-sized bond position.
What did investors who sold retail-sized bond
positions of this bond issue receive near the valuation
date? A custom bond valuation showed that there were
no retail-sized (less than 100 bonds) customer sales
within the two months prior to the valuation date, but
two weeks after the valuation date, a customer sold a
50-bond position at $105.13. In accordance with IRS
estate tax regulations, we assigned an FMV of $105.13,
which resulted in a discount of 2.2 percent from the
standard bond valuation’s $107.54 fair market value
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calculation. At a 45 percent estate tax rate, the custom bond valuation discount on this bond position
resulted in a tax savings of about $433.6
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While estate tax regulations explicitly allow for
valuations to be based on trades that occur (within a
reasonable period) after the valuation date, standard
valuations based on institutional pricing services do
not incorporate this information. The following scenarios provide two examples of how this omission could
lead to unnecessarily high estate tax valuations:
• Negative information about the issuer. Suppose a
client holds an infrequently traded bond that is valued
at $95 by an institutional pricing service; let’s say this
value is based upon the most recent institutional trade
that occurred four trading days earlier. On the valuation
date, suppose that negative information about the issuer
(or the issuer’s bond insurer) is disclosed to the market,
but there are no bond sales on that day. The following
day, there are bond sales and the negative information is
reflected in actual selling prices that average $90. A standard bond valuation would assign the institutional pricing service value of $95. But a custom bond valuation
could incorporate the actual selling prices that occur
the day after the valuation date, in accordance with the
IRC, and value the bond at $91 ($91 = [(1 x $95) + (4 x
$90)]/5.) Thus, a custom estate valuation would result in
a 4.21 percent discount. At an estate tax rate of 45 percent, this would result in tax savings of 1.9 percent.
• Downward price trends. Standard bond valuations
may not always accurately capture downward price
trends for high-coupon premium bonds. For example,
suppose a client holds a high-coupon bond with a
relatively short time until maturity. On average, the
price of this bond is expected to decline steadily toward
par ($100) at maturity. If the bond has not traded for a
few weeks and there are no “similar” bonds from which
to generate a matrix price, the price used in a standard
bond valuation may not capture all (or any) of the
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appropriate downward price trends. But a custom bond
valuation, could incorporate the lower selling prices that
occur within a reasonable period after the valuation date,
leading to a lower FMV and an associated tax savings.
Consider another real-world example from a client
with a small position (20 bonds) in a municipal bond
issue. The standard bond valuation appraised this
bond at $133.14. A custom bond valuation showed
that the trades for this bond that occurred on the closest dates before the valuation date were inter-dealer
transactions occurring at prices between $131 and
$132. At first glance, the standard bond valuation of
$133.14 looks like it yields an estimate of the FMV
of the bond that is only slightly too high. But the
custom bond valuation yielded two important results
that showed that standard bond valuation yielded an
appraisal that was much too high.
First, the trades that occurred on the closest dates
before the valuation date occurred nine months before
the valuation date. In other words, this very illiquid
bond had not traded at all for nine months. Thus, the
actual selling prices that were received by customers
before the valuation date were very stale.
Second, shortly after the valuation date, the bond
finally traded again. A quantity of 25 bonds was sold
by a customer at $118.25 per bond. In accordance with
IRS regulations, we assigned an FMV of $118.25, which
resulted in a discount of 11.2 percent from the standard
bond valuation’s $133.14 FMV calculation. At a 45 percent estate tax rate, the custom bond valuation discount
on this bond position resulted in a tax savings for the
client of about $1,340.7
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It is not uncommon to see at least a 1 to 2 percent custom valuation discount on most bonds, and 5 percent
or more on some types of bonds. For a well-to-do client with a $5 million bond portfolio, this can translate
to an estate tax savings of about $100,000 or more.
(See “Custom Trumps Standard,” p. 48)
The cost of a custom valuation varies. It depends
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on the total number of bonds being valued and the
rates charged by the firm providing the custom bond
valuation service. In our experience, most clients can
expect the cost to be below $10,000. For some clients,
the cost can be below $5,000. Therefore, for clients
with large municipal or corporate bond holdings, tax
savings benefits can generally dwarf the modest costs
of hiring an economic expert to perform a custom
bond valuation.
Note, however, that not every bond portfolio
will see the same custom valuation discount. The
discount depends on what kinds of bonds are held
in the portfolio. Bonds that do not trade very often,
bonds with complex features (for example, call provisions, put provisions, sinking funds, etc.), older bonds,
bonds with longer maturities, and bonds with lower
credit ratings tend to exhibit larger custom valuation
discounts.
Somewhat counter-intuitively, bonds with very
high prices and bonds with very low prices both tend
to exhibit larger custom valuation discounts than
bonds priced near the par value. Bonds with very high
prices tend to benefit from incorporating prices after
the valuation date to capture the downward price
trends. In general, higher priced bonds exhibit steeper
the price trends, which translate into larger custom
valuation discounts.
Bonds with very low prices tend to benefit from
the fact that markdowns, expressed as a percentage of
the price, tend to be higher than markdowns on par
bonds. For example, consider an investor holding one
investment grade bond with a prevailing market price
of $101 in a market where dealers are offering institutional markdowns of $1 and retail markdowns of $3. A
custom valuation of this bond would yield a discount of
2 percent, reflecting the fact that a standard bond valuation would calculate a fair market value of $100 ($101
minus $1 institutional markdown) and a custom bond
valuation would calculate an FMV of $98 ($101 minus
$3 retail markdown).
Now, consider a second investor whose total bond
holdings are roughly the same dollar amount as the
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first investor, but this investor holds two non-investment (“high-yield” or “junk”) bonds, each with
a prevailing market price of $50.50. If the dealer
markdowns on these bonds were $0.50 and $2.50 for
institutional and retail customers, respectively, the
custom valuation of this two-bond portfolio would
yield a discount of 4 percent. This discount reflects
the fact that a standard bond valuation would calculate a fair market value of $50 ($50.50 minus $0.50
institutional markdown) and a custom bond valuation would calculate an FMV of $48 ($50.50 minus
$2.50 retail markdown).

dardized valuation services.
It may be beneficial for attorneys administering estates with large bond portfolios to obtain an
appraisal from a standard bond valuation service and
simultaneously sell a number of bonds to determine
whether their experience is similar to ours. If it is and
if the estate’s bond portfolio is valued at $1.2 million
(an amount where the tax savings from a 2 percent
custom valuation discount at a 45 percent estate tax
rate exceeds a $10,000 cost) or more, they might
consider getting a custom appraisal. As we’ve learned,
appraisals are only as good as the data used in the
analysis as well as the assumptions and expertise of
the appraiser.
We are treading in new waters and it’s likely that the
IRS will question any custom bond appraisal. Then, of
course, it’ll be the responsibility of the professionals to
substantiate why values are less than those provided by
standard bond valuation services. Of course, the ultimate decision on whether to proceed with this process
B3
may be based upon the client’s risk tolerance.

Nelson writes:
It was not easy finding an appraiser that had the experience and credentials to address the dilemma we faced.
I wrote to a number of excellent lawyers but none had
knowingly experienced the problem. Their typical suggestion was to contact a business appraiser. It’s possible
professionals and clients are unaware of the possibility
that their bond portfolios may be overvalued by stan-
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Custom valuation discounts, depending on the size of the portfolio,
can mean big estate tax savings
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The playing field between institutional and individual investors is being leveled.
The result: standard valuations are fairly accurate
By Kristopher M. Burak

BVS PSZWST bVOb SabObSa QO\ `SOZWhS aWU\WTWQO\b
SabObS bOf aOdW\Ua T`][ Qcab][ P]\R dOZcObW]\a
Wa POaSR ZO`USZg ]\ bVS W\STTWQWS\QWSa ]T bVS TWfSR
W\Q][S[O`YSbaO\RbVScaS]TabO\RO`RP]\RdOZc
ObW]\aBVS`S¸aa][SdOZWRWbgW\bVObPSZWSTPcb\]eO
ROgabVSRWaQ`S^O\QgPSbeSS\bVS^`WQSabVObW\abW
bcbW]\aO\RW\RWdWRcOZa`SQSWdST]`P]\RaaV]cZR\]b
PS bVOb U`SOb AbO\RO`R P]\R dOZcObW]\a aV]cZR\¸b
PS bVOb µ]TT¶ T`][ Qcab][ P]\R dOZcObW]\a O\R
aV]cZR\¸b^`]RcQSaWU\WTWQO\bSabObSbOfaOdW\Ua
2c`W\UbVS^OabTWdSgSO`aUWO\bab`WRSaVOdSPSS\
[ORS b] Q`SObS b`O\a^O`S\Qg O\R STTWQWS\Qg W\ bVS
P]\R[O`YSbaBVSPWUUSababS^T]`eO`RWabVObOZZQ]`
^]`ObSO\R[c\WQW^OZb`ORSa[cabPS`S^]`bSRb]bVSW`
`SUcZObW\UOcbV]`WbgW\ObW[SZgTOaVW]\4]`[c\WQW^OZ
P]\Ra b`ORW\U W\ bVS aSQ]\RO`g [O`YSb b`ORSa O`S
`S^]`bSR b] bVS ;c\WQW^OZ ASQc`WbWSa @cZS[OYW\U
0]O`R ;A@0 4]` Q]`^]`ObS P]\Ra b`ORW\U W\ bVS
aSQ]\RO`g[O`YSbb`ORSaO`S`S^]`bSRb]bVS4W\O\QWOZ
7\Rcab`g @SUcZOb]`g /cbV]`Wbg 47<@/ /ZZ b`ORW\U
W\T]`[ObW]\ Wa OdOWZOPZS bV`]cUV bVS 7\bS`\Sb O\R
QO\ PS dWSeSR Ob eeeW\dSabW\UW\P]\RaQ][ BVWa
eSPaWbS Wa ^cPZWaVSR Pg bVS ASQc`WbWSa 7\Rcab`g O\R
4W\O\QWOZ;O`YSba/aa]QWObW]\A74;/W\O\STT]`bb]
SRcQObSW\dSab]`aBVSaWbSWacaS`T`WS\RZgO\RW\T]`
[ObWdSaV]eW\UOZZb`O\aOQbW]\aW\bVS[c\WQW^OZO\R
Q]`^]`ObS[O`YSba
BVSaS STT]`ba VOdS [ORS bVS TWfSRW\Q][S [O`
YSb []`S STTWQWS\b /a b`O\aOQbW]\ W\T]`[ObW]\ \]e
Wa OdOWZOPZS b] OZZ bVS ^ZOgW\U TWSZR PSbeSS\ `SbOWZ
W\dSab]`a O\R W\abWbcbW]\OZ W\dSab]`a Wa ZSdSZW\U
@SbOWZ W\dSab]`a O`[SR eWbV []`S Y\]eZSRUS QO\
`SQSWdS PSbbS` SfSQcbW]\ bV`]cUV Z]eS` [O`Yc^a
9`Wab]^VS`;0c`OYWaOTWfSRW\Q][SO\R
S_cWbgO\OZgabW\bVS:O\aW\U;WQV]TTWQS]T
@SV[O\\4W\O\QWOZ
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O\R[O`YR]e\a/Za]bVS`SO`S[cZbW^ZSP`]YS`OUS
V]caSaa^SQWOZWhW\UW\TWfSRW\Q][SbVObQO\\SU]bW
ObS]\bVSW`PSVOZTBVS`SacZbWabVObbVSa^`SORaO`S
\]b Oa eWRS Oa bVSg ]\QS eS`S 4]` SfO[^ZS ZSb¸a
aOg bVS W\abWbcbW]\OZ [O`YSb Wa  PWR O\R 
]TTS`/`SbOWZW\dSab]`[OgPS^OWR'&T]`Wba`SbOWZ
aWhS^]aWbW]\T]`OPZ]QY]T #[WZZW]\ #TOQS
dOZcS / P]\R dOZcObW]\ POaSR ]\ bVS W\abWbcbW]\OZ
^`WQS e]cZR QOZQcZObS O TOW` [O`YSb dOZcS 4;D ]T
 eVWZS O Qcab][ dOZcObW]\ e]cZR QOZQcZObS O\
4;D]T'&0cbeWbVbVSVSZ^]TOP]\Ra^SQWOZWab
]`PgOQQSaaW\UW\T]`[ObW]\OdOWZOPZSb]bVSW\dSab]`
OPSbbS`SfSQcbW]\^`WQSWa^]aaWPZS
AbWZZ7RWaOU`SSbVObWTbVS`SbOWZW\dSab]`eOa^OWR
'& O Qcab][ P]\R dOZcObW]\ aV]cZR PS '& BVS
RSOZS`W\bc`\aSZZabVS^]aWbW]\b]O\]bVS`W\dSab]`
ObbVS]TTS`aWRS7\[g]^W\W]\bVSS\RcaS`aV]cZR
PS W\QZcRSR Oa ^O`b ]T bVS b`O\aOQbW]\ O\R bVS QOZ
QcZObW]\ ]T bVS 4;D BVS b`cS dOZcS ]T bVS aSQc`Wbg
Wa eVS`S Wb QO\ PS P]cUVb O\R a]ZR´Wb¸a \]b POaSR
a]ZSZg]\bVSPWRaWRS]TbVS[O`YSb
AbO\RO`R P]\R dOZcObW]\a bg^WQOZZg O`S caSR T`][
^`WQW\U aS`dWQSa O\R \]b POaSR ]\ b`O\aOQbW]\a
1cab][ P]\R dOZcObW]\a ^S`T]`[SR Pg SQ]\][WQ
Sf^S`baaV]cZRbOYSW\b]Q]\aWRS`ObW]\bVSaSQc`Wbg]`
ZWYSaSQc`WbgWTWbWaW\T`S_cS\bZgb`ORSR0cbWTW\dSab]`a
caS bVS b]]Za OdOWZOPZS b] bVS[ bVSg QO\ USb PSbbS`
SfSQcbW]\eVS\aSZZW\UO\RPcgW\UbVSaSQc`WbWSa
=T Q]c`aS W\dSab]`a OZa] [WUVb US\S`ObS SabObS
bOf aOdW\Ua Pg VOdW\U O Qcab][ P]\R dOZcObW]\´Wb
Xcab[WUVbPSbVObbVSaOdW\UaO`S\]baWU\WTWQO\b B3

BVS ]^W\W]\a Sf^`SaaSR VS`SW\ O`S a]ZSZg bVS
OcbV]`¸a O\R O`S \]b \SQSaaO`WZg `S^`SaS\bObWdS ]T
@SV[O\\ 4W\O\QWOZ 7\dSab[S\b ORdWa]`g aS`dWQSa
O`S]TTS`SRbV`]cUV@SV[O\\4W\O\QWOZOASQc`WbWSa
O\R 3fQVO\US 1][[WaaW]\ A31 @SUWabS`SR
7\dSab[S\b/RdWa]`
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